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MCE DXC Monthly Technical Meeting 

 

Meeting Details 

Meeting Name: MCE DXC Monthly Technical Meeting 

Leader/Facilitator: Meredith Edwards, OMPP 

Rebecca Siewert, DXC 

Location, Date 
and Time: 

Monday, September 21st  

2:30 PM; webex 

Scribe: Rubi Multani  

 

Attendees 

MCEs  State  DXC  

Anthem  Meredith Edwards x Rebecca Young  
Gretchen Atkins x Nonis Spinner x Rebecca Siewert x 

Jean Caster x Tara Morse  Mark Hoffman  
Tracy Silvers  Angela Todd x Bill Anderson  

Jason Adams x Ralph Jones  Sharon Ricketts  

MDwise  Dennis Dowling x Wanda Williams  
Jason Thacker x Stephanie Guetig x Tisha Arberry  

Michelle Okeson x Keena Baumer x Stephanie Cari x 
Raeann Brown x Scott Runner  Karen Grays x 

Brian Arrowood x Craig Nielsen x Kaushal Silwal   
MHS  Optum  Maksat Abamov  

Geoff Petrie   Harini Kasamsetty x Denise Brown x 

Jeff Dill  x Harsha Jasti x Xenia Hastings x 
Taylor Fulner x Maximus  Jerry Allen Heady  

Manju Nair x NaKeita Boyd x Rubi Multani x 
CareSource    Angela Tynes  

Trish Kappes x   Beth Linginfelter x 
Samantha Walton  x   Ginger Brophy x 

Lindsay McGuire    Joyce Lee x 

Jeff Severino    Indea McCombs  
Lindsey Young x     
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Agenda Items 

Item Topic Facilitator Notes (conclusions, discussions, decisions, and next steps) 

1 Open Meeting Meredith  Review past action items and update statuses  

2 

Frail Processing in IEDSS Keena Baumer Update on processes to improve delay in members moving to state plan 
benefits 

 IEDSS is developing batch process for frail  and pay records so 

they will  not have to be worked on a case by case basis. CR 
688374, scheduled to be in release 12, in March 2021. 

3 PMP Update Issue Ginger Brophy 

October Implementation plans from DXC 
 MCEs must be included in the end to end testing of the fix. 

  Kick off meeting will  be scheduled with MCEs in September. 

 DXC: Finalizing test plan and will  share in advance of kick off 

meeting. Testing is anticipated to take a week with the MCEs. 
 DXC: Setting up test members now, MCEs will  need to take 

action as well. DXC will  run the annual batch maintenance and 

will  have the MCEs run their process. 
 DXC: The 834s only provide the current PMP segment the MCEs 

won’t be able to see the future assignment. As a part of the 
testing, DXC will  provide the screenshots showing the future 
date assignments to validate it was applied correctly to the 

future segment. DXC will  provide instruction on how exactly 
MCEs are to submit the PMP assignments. The interface 
document will  be updated as well.  

4 
IEDSS Payfiles for 
Conditional Members 

Meredith/Kaitlyn 
Feiock 

IEDSS is now creating payfiles for HIP members. The day following 
authorizing a conditional member IEDSS will  mock up a payfile and use it 
to move the individuals to Plus. MCEs should see a member come 

through as conditional and the very next day change to Plus coverage 
without the MCE sending a payfile. 

5 Pharmacy TMSIS Issue Stephanie Guetig 

TMSIS CMS submission 
 Two major issues  

o Member’s eligibility has changed since the claim was 
paid. Appears the MCE has paid claims for individuals 
who aren’t their members  

o Member’s eligibility is completely termed on date the 
claim is paid. Some of these appear to be linked to 
member date of death.  

 Will need separate meeting with MCE pharmacy and eligibility 

teams. 

6 Meeting changes Dennis/Craig 
Dennis and Craig will  be taking over as facil itator on meetings going 
forward. New invitation will be sent.  

   

NOTE: The State will be working remotely starting 3/17/2020 
following Gov. Holcomb’s directive in efforts to slow down the 
spread of COVID 19. All meetings and business operations will be 
continued as scheduled.  
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Action Items 

Item 
Assigned 

To: Due Date Description Status 

1.  DXC 10/1 Provide open enrollment file processing schedule In progress  

2.  DXC  10/1 DXC will provide the guidelines and testing information for 
the PMP fix 

In progress 

 

 

List of DXC COVID-19 Related CRs, including edit revisions 
 

ID: CR2871 
Title: Edit 1010 temporary post and pay due to COVID response 
Change Desc: OMPP, at the direction of executive leadership, is asking DXC to temporarily post and pay edit 1010 "rendering 

provider not member of bil l ing group" for claim type M for dates of service on or after 4/1/2020, until  the conclusion of the public 
health emergency. This change will  allow rendering providers to move to different locations more f reely throughout the duration of 
the COVID public health emergency. 
 

Claim type B already post/pay. 
Claim type D will  remain active 
 
ID: CR2873 

Title: COVID transportation updates  
 Change Desc: Post and Pay effective 4/3 the following edits: 
6803 TRANSPORT: ONE-WAY TRIP IN EXCESS OF 20/12 MONTHS 

628 TRANSPORTATION EXCEEDING FIFTY MILES REQUIRES PA 
 
Remove PA from the following transportation procedure code, effective 4/3: 
A0110 NONEMERGENCY TRANSPORT BUS 

 
ID: CR2877 
Title: COVID- Outpatient COVID Lab Code Linkages  
Change Desc: In order to expedite provider reimbursement for lab services for the COVID crisis, this CR is to manually l ink the lab 

codes for COVID to revenue code 310. Currently only U0001 is l inked, we need U0002 and 87635 to be manually l inked t o revenue 
code 310. 
 

 
ID: CR2880 
Title: COVID - Revenue Code Linkages for COVID codes  
Change Desc: In order to expedite provider reimbursement for lab services for the COVID crisis, the CR is to manually l ink th e lab 

codes for COVID to revenue code 300. We need U0001, U0002, 87635, G2023 and G2024 to be manually l inked to revenue code 
300. 
  

 ID: CR2882 
 Title: COVID: update rates for G2023 and G2024 
 Change Desc: G2023-"Specimen collect COVID-19" and G2024-"Spec coll  SNF/Lab COVID-19" were released on 3/31/20, with an 
effective date of 3/1/20. At the time of release, CMS hadn't released rates for the codes. The CMS fi le has since been updated and 

CMS now has rates for these two codes. Effective for DOS on/after 3/1/20, the following rates need to be in Core: 
G2023: $23.46 
G2024: $25.46 
 

 


